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(a)

Abstract

(b)

This position paper argues for the establishment of a ”Rosetta
Stone” that maps behavioral signatures of population behavior to meaningful social categories. We propose a method
for accomplishing this through the deployment of behavioral tracking combined with survey questionnaires. The goal
is to identify salient patterns of behavioral activity and ask
subjects to ”explain” these patterns through their survey responses. As a case study, we provide analyses regarding calling patterns related to emergencies, such as bombings and
hurricanes.

Introduction
The continuing invention, improvement, and dissemination
of communication technology has substantially improved
the behavioral data available for research (Lazer et al. 2009).
Increasingly, it is possible to take large, real-time streams of
collective behavior and analyze them to produce a new understanding of life in a city or region. Yet the meaningful interpretation of these data for civic and other policy-making
remains elusive. Algorithms can identify statistically regular patterns, but applying knowledge of these patterns to
inform intelligent policy decisions or interventions remains
difficult.
One of the reasons for this difficulty is that while these
data are concrete indicators of important behaviors in civic
life, such as the communication of information or physical migration, the social goals of civic institutions extend
beyond producing or discouraging specific behaviors and
include softer, more elusive projects that combine behavior with psychological and social components, such as engagement, satisfaction, or civic pride (Campbell and Kwak
2010). For several decades social scientists have attempted
to measure these ”softer” variables through direct engagement with citizens via surveys, interviews, and focus groups.
These methods contain many weaknesses, however, including expense, responses biases, and limits on longitudinal design. Since behavioral data overcome many of these weaknesses, there is much hope for what can be accomplished
using these new behavioral data streams.
We suggest that these sources of data are complementary
rather than in competition. The limitations of each are nicely

Figure 1: Screen shots from the Sandy Survey Android App.
balanced by the strengths of the other. The important research task is to develop a useful, practical methodology for
combining the insights for these approaches.
In this paper we argue for one particular approach – a
multi-method technique for building a “Rosetta Stone” that
maps behavioral data to meaningful social theoretic categories that are relevant for public and policy concern. There
are two key aspects to our approach. First, we examine
behavioral and subjective responses to conditions or circumstances where it is reasonable to expect a large number of people are responding to a common circumstance.
Such common circumstances include things such as weather
emergencies, important breaking news, or other significant
social events. This allows us to aggregate the responses under the common guiding rubric of this condition. Second,
we extract behavioral signatures and design survey questions
relevant to this condition with the explicit aim of mapping
one to the other. We ask ”what does [survey response x]
look like in [behavioral data y]?”
To illustrate our approach, we provide an example analysis centered on “emergency situations,” such as natural disasters or terrorist attacks. During emergency situations, normal routines are broken. Individuals activate close ties and
relationships to access and provide help, comfort, and information (Shklovksi et al. 2010). These situations thus provide an opportunity to identifying the most important relationships in an individuals repetoire through behavioral data,
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FIG. 3: Joint probability of call-fraction and age di↵erence. The e↵ect of age gap between caller/callee, controlling
Research
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call-fraction, is prominent in emergencies. Discussion and Future

By combining the CDRs and the app survey we hope to be
able to answer questions such as:
• What role relationships do people activate during disasters?
• What are the statistical signatures, within call log and
CDR data, of such relationships?
• How do such activations relate to an individual’s success
in obtaining help or information during an emergency?
• To what extent do other behavioral data, such as volume
or diversity of calls, reveal these differences?
For example, CDRs from the period around a bombing
in a major Euoropean city suggest that individuals that tend
to be called most frequently during non-emergency periods
are even more likely to be called during emergency periods.
There also appears to be a tendency for specific relationship
types to be activated. In particular, there is evidence suggesting that parents call children and vice versa as shown by the
20-30 year gap in age between typical callers (see Figure 2).
These behavioral patterns are suggestive of social patterns
that make intuitive and theoretical sense: during emergencies people tend to reach out to loved ones and close friends
to offer help or information. Parents and children tend to call

Work

This paper outlines our approach to creating a ”Rosetta
Stone” map. Analysis from our illustrative case study
demonstrates the potential insights from this approach. The
goal is to extend this approach to other settings and conditions beyond the ”emergency situations” described here.
Examples of potential targets include sporting events, rock
concerts and or media events.
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